DIRECTIONS

BIMM BIRMINGHAM
93-96 FLOODGATE STREET
DIGBETH
BIRMINGHAM
B5 5SR

THE UK & EUROPE’S MOST CONNECTED MUSIC COLLEGE

YOUR MUSIC CAREER STARTS HERE

BIMM.CO.UK
**DIRECTIONS**

**BIMM BIRMINGHAM IS LOCATED ON FLOODGATE STREET, ROUND THE CORNER FROM THE CUSTARD FACTORY AND THE O2 INSTITUTE. A SHORT STROLL FROM BIRMINGHAM MOOR STREET**

**TRAVELLING TO BIMM BIRMINGHAM BY CAR**

**Car Parks**

There are 2 carparks within easy walking distance from BIMM Birmingham. Both found on Oxford Street and accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. With 2 Pay & Display machines and RingGo. To park cars and vans it only cost £2.50. The carparks are operated by [www.green-parking.co.uk/](http://www.green-parking.co.uk/)

**Taxi**

Birmingham’s well-regulated taxis are especially convenient for those with heavy luggage. TOA taxis are Birmingham’s black cab operators. They can be hailed in the street or reached at one of the many taxi ranks in the city centre; the main ones are at New Street station, Stephenson’s street and Digbeth Coach station.

---

**TRAVELLING TO BIMM BIRMINGHAM BY TRAIN**

**From Moor Street Station**

- **Walking** – Approximately 12 minutes
  Exit the station and head left along Moor Street and past the flagship Selfridges store, turn left down Digbeth Street until you come to Floodgate Street on the left and head along to BIMM Birmingham which is located just past the bridge.

- **Bus**
  There is a bus stop (MS16) outside of Moor Street station along Moor Street Queensway. From here you can get the X20 which is known as The Bards Bus which runs every 3 minutes to Birmingham Coach Station (DS5). Then it’s a short walk from here along Floodgate Street to BIMM.

**From Birmingham New Street Station**

- **Walking** – Approximately 20 minutes
  Exit the station and follow the signs for Southside, head down Hill Street and over the crossroads to Hurst Street and follow the road round onto Ladywell Walk. Crossing over onto Upper Dean Street and past the markets to Digbeth Street head right until you come to Floodgate street.

- **Bus**
  Outside Birmingham New St Station you will find 2 bus stops, NS12 and NS13 which run regular services to Birmingham Coach Station which is just round the corner from BIMM Birmingham.